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 You are asked if you want to install the optional features, I say no. It then asks how many installations do you want. I say a single installation, and it will proceed from there. Hope this helps you. #!/bin/sh if [ "$DEBUG" = "1" ]; then set -x set -e fi if [ "$COUNT" = "0" ]; then # this will start the nodes ./slogs/slogs-master.sh -c $CLUSTER_NAME -n $NODES -a./slogs/slogs-slave.sh else # this will
start the nodes and use a shared-nothing cluster # the data will be replicated across all nodes # this means that if you have $NODES nodes, you will have $NODES # replicated copies of the data # the entire cluster must be down before this can be set if [ "$NODES"!= "0" ]; then # this will start the nodes ./slogs/slogs-master.sh -c $CLUSTER_NAME -n $NODES -a./slogs/slogs-slave.sh fi Trolleybuses

in Duren The Duren trolleybus system () was a trolleybus system that existed from 1962 to 1990 in the city of Duren, Netherlands. History The trolleybus system of Duren was opened on 9 May 1962. It replaced the wooden trams of Duren that had been in use since the 1920s. It was the first trolleybus system in the Netherlands to run on dual-cable, 2-rail standard gauge system, allowing a faster
operation of the trams. In May 1989, the bus company Durenbunbedrijf announced plans to close the trolleybus service and replace it with bus service. On 16 September 1989, the last trolleybus of the Duren system was removed from the streets. The Duren trolleybus system was replaced with bus service. The terminus at the depot at the end of 82157476af
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